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TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY

The importance of learning and teaching...
BY TS EDITOR RIMA P.

Some of us might have formed the impression that the Earth is taking care about itself, that it
uses mechanisms like natural disasters, fires, floods, and diseases, to clean up and take a
break from our rampant overpopulation. That maybe nature finds its own way of recovering and
it doesn't matter if, or how, we change our behaviour.
But, whether that is true or not, it doesn't mean we should stop caring about our environment
and that we don’t need to fight to make a positive impact.
Naturally from the moment of birth onwards we are learning the skills that help us to survive.
There are some critical periods, from 0-3 years, and 3-7 years, for child development and
learning. All the skills and behaviours that we gain at these early stages make a crucial impact
in our later years. But that does not mean that we can’t also learn and change our behaviour all
the way through our lifetime.
We all learn diﬀerently, but in most cases there is both a practical and a theoretical part. We
believe that with TS we give you a glimpse of theory and we encourage you to get out and
create the practical part by yourselves.
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"The Earth is what we all
have in common."
-WENDELL BERRY

DO YOU WANT TO BE A
PART OF THE PROJECT?
If you have any suggestions,
ideas or maybe have written
an article that you would
like to contribute to
Towards Sustainability, then
please do get in contact
with us! Write to us at
hello@platformaeko.eco
SPECIAL THANKS Debora
from Obelisk Farm
We want to inform you that it
will be just one issue during
the summer period. ENJOY
the sunny days and make a
positive impact to our planet!

“Never doubt that a
small group of
thoughtful,
committed citizens
can change the
world; indeed, it is
the only thing that
ever has.”
Margaret Mead
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GREEN EDUCATION
BY RIMA P.

Whether you call it nature education,
green education, environmental
education, or many other synonyms,
some people have the idea that this
type of education might save our
future - our planet. Well I am not so
sure about that, but I agree that it
might have a positive impact, if we
learn and develop environmentally
friendly habits they become easy and
almost second nature.
UNESCO is taking a big step and declaring that environmental education, as a part of education
on Sustainable Development, must be a component in core educational curriculums by 2025.
At an online conference held this month over 80 ministers and 2800 environment stakeholders
committed to adopting the Berlin Declaration on Education for Sustainable Development. Audrey
Azoulay, Director-General of UNESCO said that:
,,Education can be a powerful tool for transforming our relationship with nature. We must invest
in this field in order to preserve the planet."
I could quote other notable figures like Angela Merkel, but maybe the point is best summed up by Ajwa
Pandhita, a student from Indonesia:
,,Building a whole new lifestyle is not easy, but slowly and together I’m sure we can do it. But
education needs to give us the tools to do this. Learning not just about our planet but for our
planet needs to be part of every young person’s education, everywhere in the world."

''For example, environmental knowledge that
children gain at school or at home they can
apply at many points in the future, making
healthier personal choices, investing into
nature conservation, choosing green
transport, building eco-friendly houses, and
making energy saving choices. ''

Theoretical knowledge needs to be
supported by gaining practical skills
as well, and crucially, understanding
why it is important. We need to
educate and encourage everyone to
become climate activists and to
support initiatives that make a
diﬀerence.

It’s also important to mention that an
awareness of nature in education is hardly a new idea, some educational philosophies like Montessori,
Waldorf, Forest schools, and Nature schools have long paid attention to the importance of the
environment in all forms, physical, natural, social, etc.
There is a large amount of research done on how spending time in nature contributes to our
wellbeing. But it should go both ways; as nature helps us, so we help nature.
TS
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Environmental education is not something important just in the moment, but serves for the future too.
For example, environmental knowledge that children gain at school or at home they can apply at many
points in their lives, making healthier personal choices, investing into nature conservation, choosing
green transport, building eco-friendly houses, and making energy saving choices. As well they will know
that they have the power to make changes and know how important communication and common eﬀort
and personal actions are.
Environmental education and learning can be perfectly and easily combined into daily activities.
This is the place where families should take part, formal education alone is not enough. It might
be all kinds of diﬀerent activities; watching Thursday evening movies about nature conservation;
a garden action during the weekend; monthly walks in the forest; conscious shopping; plant
based organic dinners; bicycle rides; energy saving projects; Fridays for Climate action;
preparing healthy lunch boxes; spending a couple of hours volunteering; or there are many more
environmental educational activities that could be combined into anyone's routine, including
theoretical and practical points.
And just as I mentioned at the beginning of the article, if we learn and repeat some environmentally
friendly actions constantly, then they become habits, which we will carry on with all the time.
To sum up, it doesn't matter how
many great education programs on
nature and the environment will be
created, or even oﬃcially mandated,
unless they will be adopted
practically. There are already a great
amount of them, parents, teachers,
and individuals are welcome to
choose the ones that fit best, and to
fill up themselves, their families, and
communities with diﬀerent
knowledge, information, and
practical actions in daily life.
Just let's not forget it is a common goal.

51 YEARS OF EARTH DAY
BY JOHN P.

We are talking a lot about education, taking actions, and setting examples in this issue of TS, and
one important part of those things are international awareness days and protests, and the
actions that can spring from them.
There are a lot of assorted environmental days and action days out there, and the number is increasing
all of the time. Many of them are recent inventions, as we all become more aware of the damage that
TS
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we are doing to the planet and the impending climate crisis.
For example, Fridays for the Future has been around since
2018 and is doing a great job of raising awareness of climate
change issues.
The fact that we are busy destroying the planet that we live on
is not a new thing at all though, and neither is environmental
activism.
Earth Day is not one of those bright shiny new events, last
month marked the fifty first time that it has been
celebrated. During that time, it has achieved a lot more
than most people realise, and it would probably be hard to
find many better examples of the power of positive action.
I thought it might be nice to take a look at what this event has achieved during the last half a
century.
The first Earth Day, in 1970, brought together a lot of separate groups that had been fighting
against oil spills, pesticides, polluting factories and other environmental issues, and inspired 20
million Americans, about 10% of the population at that time to take to the streets and parks, and
to protest against the growing environmental legacy of 150 years of industrial development.
By the end of 1970 that first Earth Day had led to the creation of the Environmental Protection Agency in
the US, and a host of new laws including the National Environmental Education Act.

''In 2004, Earth Day spawned an
Educators Network, with over 95% of
primary and secondary schools in the
US and millions of schools across 149
countries, teaching the skills needed
to build environmental and climate
literacy. ''

It has also spanned the Clean Air, Clean
Water and Endangered Species Acts in the
States, and many other countries worldwide
have adopted similar laws and then built
upon them. It is no coincidence that in 2016
the UN chose Earth Day as the moment for
the signing of the Paris Climate Agreement.

Earth Day campaigns and the agencies that
have been created because of them have
been directly responsible for actions that
have saved millions of acres of wilderness by making protected areas, led to the ban of numerous toxic
chemicals in agriculture, and instated laws to ban the dumping of sewage in seas and oceans.
In 2004, Earth Day spawned an Educators Network, with over 95% of primary and secondary schools in
the US and millions of schools across 149 countries, teaching the skills needed to build environmental
and climate literacy.
Expanding from those beginnings in the US, the day is now celebrated in 190 countries around the
world.
Fifty one years since it started, Earth Day is now recognized as the largest secular event in the
world, observed by more than a billion people each year. It’s a day (or usually a few days now) of
TS
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action to try and change human behaviour and to create local, national and global policy
changes.
This April, with the world still in
the grip of a global pandemic
Earth Day was a much more
virtual event than in previous
years, but that didn’t make it any
less vital. This is a cause and a
fight that are more urgent and
more important today than they
have ever been, as the eﬀects of
the climate crisis become more
obvious and aﬀect us more every
single day.
In parallel with all of the many
other events taking place all over
the world, it was celebrated with a
global youth climate summit
featuring activists including Great Thunberg and Alexandria Villaseñor, and a virtual world summit on
climate change led by U.S. President Biden and involving 40 world leaders.
It’s nice to dream that there may be a day in the future when Earth Day is no longer necessary at
all, or when it transforms into a pure celebration of the world around us and the doom that we
have managed to save it from. For the moment though, it continues to play a vital role in raising
awareness and driving change, and may it continue to do so for as long as it is needed.

IMPORTANT TOGETHER AND ALONE
BY RIMA P.

I want to start this article with an example from the world of sport. Quite often when we see the winner
of an individual sport event, runners, cyclists, or maybe gymnasts, we think how amazingly that person
performs, how powerful, fast, skilled, strong, or resilient they are. But how often do we think about how
big a team is really behind this win?

''The thing is that to be truly
eﬀective, to really create change
or success each part of that army
needs to be motivated individually
and as a group as well. ''

Maybe there are some exceptions, but most of the
time there are a bunch of people working together,
and each plays a diﬀerent part. The same thing
applies to most fields of human endeavour, it
takes more than one person, just as the saying
goes: It takes an army.

The thing is that to be truly eﬀective, to really create change or success each part of that army
needs to be motivated individually and as a group as well.
TS
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We all have things to learn from each other, and all of our unique skills and ideas fit together
somehow. All of the people of diﬀerent generations, with diﬀerent experiences and diﬀerent
personalities are separate pieces of the puzzle, which we need to put together to change our
environmental situation and not let our planet overheat. We need to listen to the voices of
experience from the elderly, because history constantly repeats itself, but actually the youth are
the ones who in many cases are reminding us that it is important to stand up, to eﬀect change,
and that working together is a better approach.
And, right now, the thing that we all need to do something about is climate change!
There are two things that are important if we are going to make that change. One of them is to stand up
against the policymakers and big corporations to influence their choices, create improvements, and
actually get something to happen fast to change the situation. The second is to remember that
individual actions still matter, we can’t put everything just on the shoulders of corporations and
governments.
Oh, one quick aside, you might think we keep talking about the same things over and over again? Yes,
we do, because this matters!
We can build change because humans are social creatures, which means that our personal
choices don’t impact only ourselves, but impact others and can be a force for social change.
It matters what we personally choose to do, what we are seen to do, if we individually choose to
recycle our trash, to cycle or walk instead of driving to the shop a kilometre away, and every other daily
choice.
I remember reading a parable about throwing stones
into rivers. If you take one stone and throw it into the
water then you will get a splash and there will be
ripples for a few seconds but very soon it will be
impossible to see you did anything at all. But,
imagine that one by one enough people throw
stones into the river in the same place, eventually the
flow of the river will change, despite how powerful
we know that water is.
The stones are like people, if enough of them do
something we can change the flow of society, or of
climate change. If one person changes a light bulb
for a more energy eﬃcient version, nobody notices,
but if enough people do it then soon the markets will
only stock the energy saving kind. A small action has
turned into something bigger.
Then there is moral sense, or maybe moral
sensibility.
Most of us intrinsically know what the right things to
do are, but we don’t always do it, and even if that
TS
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little bit of guilt inside eats away at you like a bug, you might still not make the eﬀort again the next time.
But the moment that a neighbor, friend, random stranger, or your child, asks you out loud why you still
don’t recycle that’s a whole diﬀerent thing.
On the other hand, when you do make positive changes, then show that example and say it out
loud.
We all, individuals and societies, change our behaviours to follow good examples, and we all learn from
one another. It works not only when it comes to climate change, but everywhere. Good examples
encourage positive changes, so we should share our great ideas, in this way individual actions can
become massive. Like the way that one girl sitting with a note in a Swedish street has turned into a
huge global action - Fridays for the Future.
We all have to take responsibility.
Responsibility to use our right to vote, and responsibility for our own behaviour. You can’t just let
everyone else fight, vote, give suggestions, be involved in social activities, while sitting on your sofa and
doing nothing. We could all do that and nothing would ever get any better.
It is like a chain reaction. Maybe you will do one little thing, which will encourage one more
person to make a small change, but it snowballs, that person will encourage one more and in the
end the big chain reaction can create a global positive change.

SUSTAINABLE SUMMER TIPS
BY RIMA P.

The summer is on the way, many of us will have a break, either getting away somewhere or just some
time oﬀ from work relaxing at home. Warmer weather and long light evenings will invite us to spend
more time outdoors in the sun.
I want to share with you a few, I don’t know, let’s call them ‘outdoor summer tips’.
Everyone likes to fire up a grill and cook outside when the weather is good, but steaks and burgers
aren’t the most sustainable choice.
TS
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Why not try to make some
changes while cooking outside
and make the menu a bit more
plant based. It is good for you. and
for the planet.
You don't need to make it too fancy,
just some roasted potatoes,
tomatoes or any other veggies with
some seasoning. It looks colourful
and is delicious. maybe even a stew!
Everything cooked outside has a
better flavour, and it’s especially
satisfying after some outdoor
workout!
When it comes to that workout, forget gyms at least for the summer break! Nature may oﬀer you
less mirrors, but there is more fresh air, natural sounds, just as many good exercising possibilities
and a bigger positive impact to mental as well as physical wellbeing. Maybe it is time to try out
forest bathing, to join outside running or yoga group in the park, why not to swim in the lake or
cycle around the park!
You could also go on a walk in the forest and forage for some wild herbs or mushrooms to cook on that
grill when you get back to home or camp. There is a huge amount of food just waiting to be discovered
out in nature during the summer, including lots of wild herbs, and hedgerow fruits like blackberries and
raspberries.
Whether you are cooking dinner outside, having a little picnic, going on a hike, or maybe using a
projector to spend a movie night under the sky, don't forget to avoid any single plastic packaging
or utensils with your snacks.
Actually, maybe it is time to invest in some reusable outdoors dishes and avoid that disposable plastic
completely. From the 6th of July, many types of single use plastic products, like plates and cups will be
banned from sale in the EU, but there are exceptions, and you can do better by avoiding plastic
packaging, etc. completely.
Al fresco parties are great, especially children’s birthday parties (and we are all still somebody’s
child), but if you are planning an outside party with decorations, then avoid plastic ones. Apples,
pumpkins, or any kind of fruit can be used as
decorations. You can also make reusable banners
''Don't forget reusable water bottle,
with letters cut from old fabrics, and more
environment friendly suncream,
sustainable party poppers or confetti can be made
mosquito repellent, and zero
with dried leaves or paper from a hole punch or
plastic! ''
shredder. Old jars can be repurposed to become
decorative holders for candles.
If you are party catering for more people, and don’t have enough non-disposable plates or cutlery
for everyone, then either choose food that can be eaten without any tools, or ask people to bring
their own reusable plates or bowls.
TS
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Before going on a hike or a short trip prepare some healthy snacks at home to avoid buying, probably
not as good, fast food stuﬀ that comes in lots of packaging once you are out. Whatever trash you do
generate while you are out in the nature, make sure you collect it and take it with you, your footprints
are the only things that you should leave behind!
Oh, and you could also take a bag along with you on your walk and turn it into a plogging trip,
collecting waste that you will find along the way.
Summer time, and hopeful hot weather, makes us all more thirsty, and it’s important to stay hydrated, so
instead of buying and throwing away plastic bottles of water, you should carry a reusable water bottle
around all of the time.
While you are hydrating on the
inside, you might want to protect
your outside too, and apply
sunscreen regularly. Just remember
that not all sunscreens are created
equal, especially when it comes to
their eco credentials, so make sure
you check out the ingredients and
at the least pick one that is free
from oxybenzone and octinoxate.
The same thing goes for mosquito
repellents and similar sprays if you
use those, be sure to pick one that
is eco-friendly.

BLOODY AVOCADOS
SMALL STEPS - BIG CHANGES BY EGLĖ M.

This time, a little more
information about a popular fruit,
which is widely eaten all around
the world – the avocado.
This fruit is well known as a source
of healthy fats and fibre with a low
glycemic index. All those qualities
have led consumers everywhere to
want avocados in their kitchen on
an almost daily basis. Unfortunately,
this wonderful, nutritious fruit turns
out to have a dark side too and
does a lot of damage in Mexican
TS
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communities.
Avocados are still widely referred to as green gold, and Mexico is the world leader in their export. The
largest consumer in the United States (even though, say, Californians can buy local produce, Mexico
has a much more favourable climate for avocados). Europe also imports and consumes a huge amount.
As a result, a so-called ‘Avocado Conflict’ erupted in Mexico a few decades ago, when there was
a sudden rise in demand for these fruits, which gave a green light to their mass export. Similar
situations are also found in other countries, like Congo, Nigeria, and Kenya.
Let's start with the fact that growing avocados
requires a lot of water. Each avocado needs as
''The Michoacán region is largely
much water as one person uses during three
controlled by the Caballeros
showers. To meet the huge demand, in Petorca,
Templarios drug cartel, which
plantations install illegal pipes and divert water
enforces its rules and dominates
from rivers to irrigate the avocado crops. This
the industry. ''
leads to a shortage of water in the villages, and
the population are forced to use contaminated
water that can carry diseases. Each person has an allowance of only 50 litres of this water per day for
all of their needs. Small scale farmers cannot grow crops or raise animals because the water available is
just not enough, so they lose their businesses, can no longer survive financially and are forced to leave
their homes.
Secondly, the cultivation of avocados in Mexico often leads to extensive monoculture farmring. Any
crop grown as a monoculture is harmful to the environment, it reduces biodiversity and soil fertility.
Thirdly, avocados are particularly
damaging as a cause of massive
deforestation, as farms clear trees to
obtain more land for avocado
plantations. 80% of all U.S. imported
avocados are grown in the Michoacán
region of Mexico, a volcanic area with
very fertile land. As a result, farmers
there are involved in the illegal thinning
of mature pine forests, and 30-40% of
annual forest losses are caused by
avocado plantations alone.
If the impact on the environment doesn’t seem like a big enough problem, one of the most shocking
things about avocado plantations is human rights abuses. The Michoacán region is largely controlled by
the Caballeros Templarios drug cartel, which enforces its rules and dominates the industry. They
demand that farmers and landowners give up a large percentage of their income, pay a tax on all
avocados sold, and even kill those who refuse to follow the rules of the game.
There are more negative eﬀects as well. One of them is that the boom on the international market has
contributed to an increase in the price of these fruits on the local market. After all, it is much more
profitable to sell them internationally than to sell at a lower price to the locals.
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Green gold has another label – ‘blood avocados’. Can the situation change?
Let’s be realistic here. We all know that we are not going to stop consuming this favourite fruit,
but we can do it more responsibly. The international market can influence the Mexican avocado
industry, in particular by demanding "fair trade" responsible farming. Also, by refusing to import
products from criminal farms. It is also a question of not only ethics but also of sustainable
farming. One method that is already used in farms in neighbouring countries is known as
agroforestry, which avoids monocultures and promotes plant diversity, which not only improves
production but also helps to phase out pesticides.
You can learn a lot more about the dark side of the avocado industry in the Netflix documentary Rotten
or learn more by searching for the term ‘blood avocados’.

A DIFFERENT KIND OF BANK
SUCCESS STORY BY JOHN P.

The world is a bit of a mess and it’s easy to get
caught up in all of the negative environmental
news and forget that there are actually some big
wins happening out there too, which is why every
month we publish a success story, a project or
company that is actually making a real diﬀerence
somewhere in the world.
This month it’s time to talk about Plastic Bank,
a social enterprise that last month celebrated
the milestone of stopping their one billionth
ocean bound plastic bottle. Plastic Bank takes
a diﬀerent approach from organisations like
Ocean Cleanup, which focus on removing plastic from the seas and oceans, instead aiming to
stop ocean bound plastic waste before it ever gets there.
The enterprise was founded by David Katz and Shaun Frankson in 2013, and built around a very simple
concept, which Katz initially came up with an amusement arcade. Watching people trade in tickets for
prizes, he struck on the idea of transforming collected plastic waste into a form of currency people
living in impoverished parts of the world. The system that they went on to develop from this idea gives a
value to the plastic, which enables it to be traded for goods and services.
Instead of focusing on countries that already have some proper infrastructure in place for
disposal and recycling, or that have bottle deposit schemes like many European countries, they
choose to work in countries that have high rates of plastic pollution and poverty, where a bigger
dependency on single-use packaging ends up with a higher level of plastic pollution.
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The big deal here is that Plastic Bank is doing much more than just collecting waste in these areas, they
are also improving the local economy. Collection locations are created which are locally staﬀed, and
people are rewarded for collecting plastic and
bringing it to the Plastic Bank branch. These
''Right now, they are working in
rewards can be monetary, but they can also be
Haiti, Brazil, Indonesia, the
things like clean water, cooking oil, mobile phone
Philippines, and Egypt, and there
service, or school tuition. While the market value
are plans to expand into other
of plastic might be low, the collectors are actually
countries including Cameroon and paid a Social Plastic premium which means they
Thailand during the next year. ''
can generate a stable and livable income by being
part of the project.
Right now, they are working in Haiti, Brazil, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Egypt, and there are plans to
expand into other countries including Cameroon and Thailand during the next year.
Once it’s been collected, the plastic is recycled and processed into a new raw material which
they call Social Plastic, which can then be purchased by manufacturers worldwide. Social plastic
has a small premium added to the price of the base material, which gives the waste plastic a real
value and drives the whole system.
Social plastic goes on to be repurposed into new environmentally and socially ethical products and
packaging. Plastic Bank has formed partnerships with several big name companies, like SC Johnson,
Henkel, and Coca-Cola who are helping to support the collection and buying Social Plastic. This forms
a complete circular economy loop of plastic sustainability. The material is also bought by a whole
ecosystem of smaller companies around the world, like Ukai in Lithuania who use it to make socks.
David Katz says “Plastic waste
entering our oceans is one of our
greatest global challenges. At a time
when the world is calling for greater
responsibility, this significant
milestone is evidence of our ability
to make deliberate environmental,
social and economic impact. The
collection of one billion oceanbound plastic bottles confirms we
can reduce plastic waste while
driving social progress through a
circular economy.”
A billion of anything is a huge number, and it’s a massive milestone to have collected that many bottles,
which equates to more than 20 million kg of plastic, preventing it from ending up in the ocean and at the
same time empowering some of the poorest members of the global society.
With their plans to expand into new countries, Plastic Bank show no sign of slowing down, and
will keep on playing their part in keeping our oceans plastic free for as long as it is needed.
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OBELISK FARM
INTERVIEW

This month's interview is
quite an interesting story.
Debora is originally from
Portugal and Andris from
Latvia, they lived in UK, but
moved to Andris homeland
and together with their kids
are running a sustainable
hemp farm - Obelisk Farm.
Why was it hemp seeds
that were in your hands when you left the UK to start a new adventure in Latvia?
When we made the decision to move from the UK to Latvia, we knew that we needed a plan. We knew
we had to do something once we moved to the farm. The dream of living near nature is wonderful, but
we had to be realistic too.
At the time, we had almost zero farming experience, so a long journey awaited us. Before the move, we
did a lot of research about hemp. We look for information in books, videos, legislation documents,
taking courses, etc. I think this is quite an important step and I’m happy that we had the time to do it.
Although practical experience is VERY important, it is also extremely crucial to know your theory.
We found that hemp, for so many reasons, was the right plant for us. It doesn’t require a lot of farming
experience to grow it, it grows almost everywhere in the world, there are a variety of industrial uses
including, clothing, food, paper, bioplastic, insulation and so much more. We knew straight away we
wanted to grow hemp and transform it. This is why we always say that we left the UK with a “few seeds
in our hands”, because we had the seeds of hemp in our mind, we just needed time and space to grow.
Would you call your farm sustainable, ethical, and conscious, and why?
By growing hemp and being a hemp farm,
I believe that our practices collide with all
''For instance, hemp is an annual crop
of those definitions. For instance, hemp is
that grows in only four months, this
an annual crop that grows in only four
means that we are able to rotate crops
which is super important for keeping the months, this means that we are able to
soil healthy, pest-free and nutrient-rich. '' rotate crops which is super important for
keeping the soil healthy, pest-free and
nutrient-rich. Bottom line, hemp supports
sustainable farming. In regards to pesticides, we do not have to use it at all, because unlike other crops
like flax, hemp does not require pesticide or herbicides to grow.
Another very important thing about this plant is that nothing but I mean nothing goes to waste,
everything from the flowers to the leaves, to the stalks and to the roots can be harvested and we
TS
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can use them to make our products. All in all, our journey so far has led us to the point of
becoming aware of what we grow, how we grow, how we produce. This means doing things right
for us, for our community, and for our planet.
Hemp is a very versatile raw material, and it seems to be used for almost everything these days,
it’s eco-friendly and zero-waste, so is there anything you can’t do with hemp?
You sum up it really well. Hemp is
an extraordinary plant that can be
used in so many ways!
One of my favorites is without a
doubt hemp paper. I really love
the idea that with a plant that
grows in only 4 months we can
make our own hemp paper. I read
somewhere that the amount per
year of trees destroyed for paper
is about 2,000,000,000! This
could be totally preventable if we
would replace trees for hemp
fibre as a source of raw material
for paper making. In this sense, I
think hemp could really save us.
Given that it can be used for so many diﬀerent things, what products do you produce with the
hemp that you grow?
My husband and I try to do a bit of everything. When we started growing hemp we had the idea of
producing and selling hemp seed oil. We bought the machine to process the seeds, and the result was:
we got our hemp seed oil and another product that comes from the cold-pressed process: hemp
protein. This is what happens with hemp, one thing leads to another and everything can become a
product. Another example: with the hemp stalks besides isolating our home (with a mix of hemp shives
+ lime), we also can use the stalks to obtain hemp fibre and from it we make our hemp paper. The list
goes on.
Everything good has a downside somewhere, there is no such thing as the perfect material, so
what are the problems with growing hemp and products made from hemp?
With hemp, I haven’t found yet a downside. I guess it all comes down to the way you do things. If you
decide to grow hemp as a monocultural crop, then hemp has a downside. If you decide to use single
plastics in all of your hemp products packaging, then of course, hemp has a downside.
Here at our farm, we believe it is our responsibility to grow and use hemp for making the planet a better
place, not worse.
Why is sustainability and eco-friendly farming important to you personally?
Because naturally, we want to meet our present needs but we don’t want to compromise the future of
our children, and their children. When it comes down to it, conscious farming is the only way forward, in
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my opinion. It is an absolute necessity if we want to stop damaging the earth and protect the planet for
future generations.
Do you think that social, ethical
and environmental aspects of
sustainability can be separated, or
do you have to tackle them all
together. Is it enough to grow
organic crops or do you have to
blend it all together to be really
sustainable, like you do in your
hemp paradise?
I believe it is crucial to tackle these
aspects altogether. Looking at hemp
or at any crop for that matter, we can
see that it is not enough to just “grow it organically”... If we want to achieve honest sustainability, then
the way we farm needs to consider and have a positive human and ecological impact.
It seems that education and activism are very important parts of your farm life. Why is that, and
what activities are you involved in exactly?
Education and activism are of paramount importance to us. As soon as we started the farm, we
realized that hemp still raises misunderstanding, confusion. This is why we decided to open the
farm doors to visitors and show what a hemp farm looks like, how we grow hemp and transform
it into useful products. In addition, we provide learning opportunities that are meant to raise
awareness of the uses and benefits of the hemp plant. To this extent, our farm aims to break
stereotypes regarding hemp as an agricultural crop. We also share and motivate our friends and
followers to sign diﬀerent petitions so together we can have a real impact on hemp issues.
Personally I love ‘learning by doing’ and at your farm people get to be interactive, learning how to
make hemp paper, taking part in workshops, tasting products, how important is that, and what
do you think that they take back home from the experience?
These activities are crucial, they are the basis of our work. If people come to the farm and learn
how to make hemp paper, they see all the simple processes that it takes to make their own
paper, without having to destroy a forest. I think this is meaningful work.
Visitors don’t take home only a piece of paper, they take
home the knowledge that can help them make a change. It
can take time, but the seeds are planted, and sooner or later
something will flourish. This is the work we do, when we have
hands-on experiences here at the farm. We share the
knowledge we have, and hope to create a chain of change.

''We share the knowledge
we have, and hope to
create a chain of change.''

Farming is never an easy task, especially when you are starting from scratch, even if you have
perfect conditions, what challenges did you face starting the farm, and what are the biggest ones
now?
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In the beginning we had almost no farming experience, no machinery, not a big land and only the desire
to grow hemp. We had to go through a lot of trials and errors to get where we are now. They say that
“practice makes perfect” and although we are not there yet, the knowledge and experience that we
have accumulated throughout the years, gives us much confidence for the future.
If I could identify one challenge that is deeply interconnected with agriculture, would be weather
and climate. Having lost all of our crop in one season due to a hail storm, we have felt how much
impact it has specially if you have a small plot of land, like we do. However, this is part of being a
farm and a farmer, adaptation and resilience are fundamental to overcome challenges.

RECOMMENDATIONS

THE FILM 2040
There are a lot of movies about climate change, extinction, etc. and many of them can be pretty
unsettling. They follow a formula set by Al Gore’s ‘An Inconvenient Truth’ fifteen years ago, 90%
terrifying with a 10% slice of hope at the end about how there could be solutions.
2040 switches that whole thing around, as the 2019 documentary, by Australian filmmaker Damon
Gameau, takes a far more optimistic viewpoint.
The film looks at the eﬀects of climate change over the next 20 years with some very clear and
troubling predictions, but the main focus and vast majority of time is given over to focusing on
the technologies that already exist today that could reverse those eﬀects.
Gameau wrote, directed, and stars in the film, in which he imagines what life could be like for his young
daughter, in a world 20 years from now. He dares to imagine a world in which instead of continuing out
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of control along the downward spiral of environmental disaster that we are currently on, we have
employed inventions and initiatives that have helped us to mitigate it. As fanciful as that sounds, the
better world that he envisages for his daughter and her friends is completely achievable and the path
that he plots to get there is practical and really relatively simple.
The biggest thing to take away from this film isn’t the solutions themselves though, it’s the sense that
the deepening climate crisis isn’t yet inevitable, and that change is possible.
Even with all of that hope, the film manages to make the message clear, that this is something we can
fix but we have to act right now. The urgency is highlighted by the commentary of the kids in the movie,
who are already very aware of the dangers that lie ahead and that we are not doing enough to fight
them.
Damon Gameau is likeable and easy to follow, and the film that he has produced is accessible and
understandable, filled with credible experts and clear concepts. It’s easy to watch and uplifting, which
makes a pleasant change.
So, is his future vision likely to become reality, is it possible that we can avoid the worst of the
climate crisis and leave a better world for future generations?
It’s optimistic but not unachievable, it all, like most things in life, depends on overcoming the
political and economic barriers that are standing in the way.

THE BOOK ''Shinrin-yoku: The art and science of forest bathing'' by Qing Li
We all know that trees and forests are much more
than just oxygen factories, and that if being active in
nature might suck up our physical energy it refills us
with wellbeing in a wider way. Quite often after a walk
in the nature we feel rested, more relaxed, stress free,
in a better mood, fitter and more energetic.
For centuries it has been known that being closer to
and connecting with nature is beneficial for people.
It’s also beneficial for nature if people have a closer
relationship with it, because they value it more, want
to protect it, and understand the importance of it.
Some communities, especial indigenous ones, are
still very connected to nature, but more urban
regions are quickly losing, or have already lost,
that connection. So, in 1980’s Japan, a new term
emerged - Shinrin-yoku, which means ‘forest
bathing’. Over the last years it has become a
fitness trend, a mindfulness practice, or maybe we
could call it both.
1980 was a tech-boom in Japan, and in an attempt to
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prevent burnout and find a way to inspire people to reconnect with nature, as well protect the Japan's
forests - forest bathing was introduced, like a kind of ecotherapy. During the following decade,
researchers began studying the benefits of forest bathing, both physiological and physical, and building
the science to support Shinrin-yoku.
To describe it simply - forest bathing is the practice of being calm and quiet surrounded by trees,
and at the same time observing nature that surrounds you, breathing correctly, maybe just
walking, doing meditation, or other exercises connecting with nature.
So this month we are recommending one of the seminal books about Shinrin-yoku, which is a great
guide to forest bathing. The book is encouraging, easy to read, well written, and perfect for all ages.
But it is not enough just to read it, you need to practice it!
The author is the Japanese immunology expert Dr. Qing Li, who has studied the positive impact of
forest on human wellbeing for many years.

The 8th of June is WORLD OCEANS DAY
“The Ocean: Life and Livelihoods” is the theme for World Oceans Day 2021, as well as a
declaration of intention that launches a decade of challenges to get the Sustainable
Development Goal 14, “Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources”,
by 2030.

NOTE: All pictures used in this issue are from PIQSELS except Obelisk Farm - from personal archive.
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